
CHMA 106.9 FM 
CAMPUS & COMMUNITY RADIO

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTIONS

ATTIC LUNCH
Your daily news, sports and all things Sackville update. Tune in every 
Monday to Friday at 11am and noon to hear rotating hosts discuss 
current events and spin new and old music. The perfect lunch companion.

THE MASSIE HOUR
Japanese exchange students practice their English and introduce us to 
new music. 

THE TRAINING SHOW
Tune in to hear brand new programmers test their radio chops.

JAMES GODDARD – SOUNDS OF THE LATEST LATECOMERS FOR TEENS
Tune in every week as host James Goddard brings you an eclectic mix 
of noise, hiphop, avant-whatever, pop and handy tips for teens.

KIRK FERGUSON – KULPOP
The best of new world electronica and dance music, spun with the 
expertise of long time DJ, Kirk Ferguson.

JULIEN SIMON  - WASTELAND
Pop culture can sometimes seem like a barren wasteland, but Julien 
manages to create life from the nothingness. Listen to the genesis and 
gain strength from the sharing.

KATIE FORTIER & ROBIN BRAZILL – HIPPO IN THE BATHTUB
A dose of English lit with an oft-changing, quirky soundtrack, and two 
lovely ladies. Catch Katie and Robin for an hour of bathroom fixtures 
and African mammals.

PETER LINFIELD – THE FINAL FRONTIER
Back in action after a brief hiatus, Peter reminds us to push the 
boundaries with new music and fantastic nerd-chatter. A show for those 
still wary of Klingons.

JOHN MURCHIE & LEAH GARNETT – FULL OF PURPOSE
Art talk and casual conversation, punctuated by the occasional guest.  
John and Leah are the disembodied voices you hear at night.  

BARRY COOPER – THE COCKTAIL HOUR
Host Barry takes you through his extensive music library with great music 
from the US, UK, and of course Canada. Kick back and grab a drink.

BETTY LIANG & NEIL BONNER – SOMETHING MYSTERIOUS
Your weekly dose of random with Betty and Neil. Their show is a black 
hole; it will suck you in.

CHRIS WEAVER – THE MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Fantastic new music with personable and intelligent host CBW. 
Combining great tunes with themed album appreciation, the Monday 
Night Special is special indeed.

KAT FRASER & JONI FLECK-ANDREWS
GOOD MORNING, SCOTT BROWN
Get your Tuesdays going with Kat and Joni and their fun, up-beat 
selection of indie rock tunes on “Good Morning Scott Brown”.

JAMES GODDARD & SCOTT BROWN
AN AFTERNOON COMEDOWN
Worn out from the hustle? Let the Afternoon Comedown nurse you back 
to health with an hour of smooth jazz from Scott and James. 

SEBASTIEN MCLAUGHLIN – WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN
Awesome weekly interviews and great music combined with 
Sebastien’s intelligent Sackville commentary.

MARC GOUDET – KALEIDOSCOPE NATION
See the world through a different lens. Host Marc invites you into his 
world of unique music and intelligent conversation. 

PATRICK LOSIER & TIM WINGATE – SONGWRITER FULL CIRCLE
Patrick and Tim bring the best of traditional East Coast songwriters to 
the radio. For lovers of folk, rock, and folk-rock.

SALLY HILL – SHAKYFACE
The operatic Sally has created a show that is fun, beautiful and evokes 
a creative vibe. Mellow out with Shakyface.    

MARC LEGER – FROM HANK TO HENDRIX
The best classic tunes from some of the best blues, folk and rock 
musicians in history. From Hank Williams to Jimi Hendrix and 
everything in between.

MARIA BRINE – SCREAM TEST
Do you like music, comic books, and horror films? Is Bela Lugosi your 
ideal man?  If so, meet up with Maria for a Scream Test.  It’s a date.

KYLE VEYSEY – STRICTLY HIP-HOP
Host Kyle spins hip-hop better than any other show on local or even 
satellite radio. Classic records plus your favourite MC’s in one fully 
uncensored late-night hour of strictly hip-hop.  

DAVE FINDLAY & THERESA RICHARDS – AROUSAL
Wake up, it’s lovin’ time! For romantic advice set to a passionate 
up-beat soundtrack look no further than Wednesday mornings.

HEIDI GRIFFIN – FIR TREES
Baby co-hosts, good vibes and down home album appreciation. Heidi 
G. knows what you need on Wednesday mornings.

MIKE LUMSDEN – MISTY MOUNTAIN MUSIC
Grandma’s home cooking, Mom’s favourite music and your lovable 
host. Mike brings the magic of the misty mountain home.

LUCAS HICKS – THE UNPROFESSIONAL SHOW
He might be a self-proclaimed amateur, but host Lucas delivers a show 
of witty banter and indie rock like a pro.

CHRIS ROBERTS AND CHRIS RICKETTS
THE YOUNG MAN’S CHRIS ASSOCIATION
Join Chris and Chris for an hour of Chris talk. News, events and music 
all discussed with an edge only a Chris can provide.

DAVID HUNTER – THE NEXT PRIME MINISTER
Canada’s Next Prime Minister lives right here in Sackville. Tune in for 
political content and great music.

JULIE STEPHENSON – HYPERBOREAN SOUND
Each week Julie showcases music that is new to the her and hopefully to 
you as well. An exploration through Canadian content new and old.

COREY ISENOR – THE COREY HOTLINE
If you're feeling blue and need a guy to talk to, Corey's your man. He'll 
play whatever he feels like, but don't worry; it's always good.

DEMOCRACY NOW
Democracy Now! is an international, daily, award-winning news program 
hosted by journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez that provides 
listeners with perspectives rarely heard in corporate-sponsored media, 
including those of independent journalists, and ordinary people around 
the world affected by U.S. foreign policy.

COUNTERSPIN
CounterSpin is a weekly show, hosted by Janine Jackson, Steve Rendall 
and Peter Hart that exposes and highlights biased and inaccurate news.

TIME OF USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS
Time of Useful Consciousness, hosted by Maria Gilardin, is an excellent 
compendium of long-format speeches, interviews and readings on 
compelling suppressed issues of the day. Investigative, informative and 
interesting, TUC is alternate news at its best. 

PUTAMAYO WORLD MUSIC HOUR
The world’s first commercially syndicated world music radio show now 
heard internationally on more than 170 commercial and non-commercial 
stations, including CHMA 106.9FM.

RADIO ECO-SHOCK
Radio Ecoshock offers a variety of Green news, features, and Indie music, 
with reports on endangered species, toxic technologies, deforestation, 
smog, climate change, nuclear weapons and reactors, overfishing in the 
oceans, and more. 

DECONSTRUCTING DINNER
Deconstructing Dinner was created to dispense and discuss current food 
issues.  Make more educated choices about what you eat.

PLANETARY RADIO
Each week, Planetary Radio visits with a scientist, engineer, project 
manager, advocate or writer who provides a unique perspective on the 
quest for knowledge about our solar system and beyond.

WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
An award-winning, one-hour weekly radio program on public affairs. It 
seeks to build bridges across boundaries of background and belief and 
discover solutions to longstanding challenges through penetrating 
conversations with pragmatic social innovators, leading policy analysts 
and big-picture thinkers on key national and global issues.

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Some Assembly Required features work by a variety of artists who work 
with bits and pieces of their media environments, giving something back 
to the cultural landscape from which they so enthusiastically appropriate.

WINGS
An all-woman independent radio production company that produces and 
distributes news and current affairs programs by and about women 
around the world.

THIS WAY OUT
"This Way Out" is the award-winning internationally distributed weekly 
LGBT radio program, currently airing on over 175 local community radio 
stations around the world. The half-hour "magazine"-style program tackles 
news and issues important to the LGBT community.

WHAT’S THE WORD
What’s the Word is the ultimate companion for the English major (or the 
average English speaker!)

BIONEERS: REVOLUTION FROM THE HEART OF NATURE
Cutting-edge solutions to major environmental challenges and crises, along 
with broader social approaches for ecological and cultural restoration

DRUG TRUTH NETWORK
Drug Truth Network is dedicated to exposing the fraud, misdirection, and 
wastefulness of the war on drugs.

FOOTLIGHT PARADE
Showcasing the best of Broadway and Hollywood – songs from the turn 
of the 20th century to today.

RADIO GOETHE
Radio Goethe presents the best in European electronica. The driving beats 
of the newest groups are the audio setting for a fantastic voyage into the 
mind of host Arndt Peltner.  Tune in, and let out your inner dance beast.

EARTHBEAT RADIO
Earthbeat’s co-hosts Daphne Wysham & Mike Tidwell bring you an hour of 
ground-breaking environmental news and interviews live from Washington. 
Focusing on a different climate change related theme each week, the hour is 
devoted to the latest news from the front lines of the climate crisis. 

THE GREEN MAJORITY
The Green Majority is a radio program produced at CIUT in Toronto, 
Canada aimed at raising awareness about Canadian environmental 
issues, connecting listeners with their environmental communities and 
encouraging green values, philosophies and lifestyles.

WOODSONGS
Michael Johnathon’s Woodsongs is a worldwide multi-media celebration 
of grassroots, Americana music. Get ready to explore the beautiful world 
of folk, bluegrass, songwriting, literature, worldwide radio and concerts.

KING PUP
The KingPup Radio Show blends tongue in cheek humor and live acoustic 
country music performances, emphasizing the tradition of local country 
music radio programs that flourished throughout rural America during the 
20's 30's and 40's

KWESI OTOO – LOUNGE ELEMENTS
Join host Kwesi as he brings everything that is good from the 
background to the forefront. From nuJazz to neverFunk and dub-step, 
all get play on Lounge Elements.

NIALL BURYK – P.H. BALANCE
Niall keeps your radio balanced with a mix of acid rock and equal 
parts bass beat. Tune in for music that is anything but neutral and inert.

D-SKILLET’S MUSICAL BREAKFAST
Bacon, eggs, orange juice and radio, all part of D-Skillet’s complete 
musical breakfast. Great morning chatter with music for the struggle.

LYNDSEY BROWNE – THE SOUND AND THE FURY
For those who like their music furious with sound, host Lyndsey presents 
an eclectic mix-up of the crème de la crème of the past 50 years.

FERRON OLYNYK – THE SWEETEST FEELING
Host Ferron brings you an hour of 60s era soul and r&b, combining 
Motown and Atlantic hits with lesser known gems. Bring the love 
back into Thursdays.

SCOTT BROWN – ODDS AND ENDS
Whatever host Scott is in the mood to play is sure to be an exciting 
variety of new and old, Canadian and international artists. Weekly 
jams with everything from Wilco to Daft Punk.

MARIA BRINE – GIGANTIC RADIO
Host Maria makes your wimpy clock-radio seem gigantic. Big 
sounds, big talk, big news, gigantic radio.

JACK KEDDY – BANZAI!
After 23 years Banzai! is still going strong. Host Jack brings classic 
rock back to MTA.

NIC WILSON – RUSSIA PLAYS PIANO
The Russians are coming!  The Russians are coming! Nic will help 
you fend them off with smooth jams and extensive musical (and 
Soviet) knowledge.

BECKY MARTIN & JESS PALMER – TOAST ON THE WALL
Everyday is a holiday when you're Jess and Becky. Tune in to 'Toast 
on the Wall' to discover new ways to celebrate every day.

LINDA RAE DORNAN – OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT
Let Linda bring you into the world of audio art with a full hour of 
original compositions as well as examples from across the world.

VANESSA BLACKIER & ADRIEL LEAVITT – ZOMBIE BREAKFAST!
Vanessa and Adriel bring you debates, advice, and upbeat music for 
today’s zombie minority. Tune in to Zombie Breakfast – radio that’s 
good for your braaaaaaains.

VANESSA RANDALL – ONE WOMAN ARMY
Discover the force of female voices united across the airwaves, with 
Vanessa. Listen for a grass-root female singer/songwriter wake up call.

JOHN MCKOY – FRIDAYS WITH JOHN
Your weekly email commentary show. Great Friday music and 
interesting themes combined with some of the best new pop music.

MARLISSE ELLIOTT & LIA CHIASSON – ORGANIC STATIC
Marlisse and Lia know exactly what you want at the end of the week.  
With independent music and the sweetest radio voices, they are your 
boombox champions.

MEAGHAN FISHER – POSTCARDS FROM INANIA 
A real music lover, Meaghan attempts to provide snapshots from 
each different genre. Along with intelligent commentary, she is sure to 
be your radio hero.

LUKE GALLAGHER – ST. ELMO’S FIRE
Strange new sounds and unique insights on music you may not have 
heard before. Luke endeavors to introduce and educate.

WILSON MOORE – THE BLUEGRASS JAM
The one and only Wilson Moore continues to bring us the best of 
bluegrass, twice a week on CHMA.  

BRENDON SMITH – SOUNDS FOR STUBBORN EARS
Open your ears.  Brendon can seduce you with sound and leave you 
begging for more.  Your ears won’t be stubborn for long.

ALEX KEELING – SOUNDS OF THE 30’S, 40’S AND 50’S
The best pre-rock recording that most radio has forgotten. Extensively 
researched and prepared by Alex, one of the most knowledgeable 
hosts on CHMA.

LANDON BRAVERMAN – IN YOUR FACE
Host Landon gets in your face every Sunday to give you the best in 
new international and Canadian indie music, plus interviews with 
special guests.

VIVI REICH – TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
Experience the unconventional and provocative sounds of industrial 
and that fast break beats of drum and bass. Let Vivi be your guide to 
mechanical noise.  Don’t forget your hard-hat.

ALY KELLY & THEO HEFFLER – BEDROOM EYES
Don’t stare too long because Aly and Theo can see right through to 
your soul with their bedroom eyes. Fun music and cheerful friends on 
a Sunday afternoon.

NEIL BONNER – SUPER ELECTRIC!!
Every week, host Neil chooses sixty minutes of fresh music from 
across genres and eras. Unless you like things that are boring and 
non-awesome, Super Electric!! will be a surefire hit.

GRANT HURLEY – WHAT A DAY FOR A RIOT
If you don’t remember the 60s, you should start here. All the classics 
plus a touch of indie thrown in for taste.

SHAWN MESHEAU – BAGTOWN BLUES
Sackville’s best blues, programmed by a knowledgeable bluesman 
and local legend, Shawn.

DAVID WHITE – GOODNIGHT WITH DAVID WHITE
With the best of oldies soul and current NHL talk, David White ends 
your weekend right. 

KENT BLENKHORN & STEVEN SUTCLIFFE
A TOAST TO THE COAST
Raise your glass to the best of East Coast music.  Rock, pop, folk and 
everything else, Kent and Steven celebrate East Coast music.

SYNDICATED PROGRAMS

LOCAL PROGRAMS

WOULD IT BE HARD TO SWITCH TWO 
SHOWS?  "HIPPO IN THE BATHTUB" 
AND "THE YOUNG MAN'S CHRIS ASSO-
CIATION" SWITCHED THEIR TIMES 
TODAY. IF YOU COULD SWAP THEM 
THAT WOULD BE GREAT.

ON THE DESCRIPTIONS:
BIONEERS - C IN CUTTING-EDGE 
SHOULD BE CAPITALIZED
EARTHBEAT - THE "THE" BEFORE WASH-
INGTON SHOULD BE REMOVED
THE MASSIE HOUR - DELETE "ALWAYS A 
RIOT".
JAMES GODDARD SOUND OF THE 
LATEST... - CHANGE JACQUES TO JAMES
JACK KEDDY BONZAI - CHANGE 
BONZAI TO BONZAI!
JULIEN SIMON WASTELAND - CHANGE 
SEEMS TO SEEM.


